4th Tues.’ Conservation Lecture
Tuesday, May 25th – 7:00 pm
by Zoom
Check-in begins at 6:30

“EV Travel Adventure with Climate Impact:
46 K Miles, 13 Months & Zero Tailpipe Emissions”
presented by Scott Murray, Climate Reality Leader
& Former San Diego 350 Public Policy Co-chair

If you’re wondering what you can do about climate change, join our meeting this month to get some ideas.

Scott Murray journeyed across the Continent with his wife Nicole and their four kids in the family’s Tesla Model X. Working around the hazards of extreme heat, floods, a hurricane, and the moods of the kids, the family showed that electric vehicles are ready for prime-time as one of many true climate change solutions available to us today.

Register in advance to receive a link to the meeting.
https://tinyurl.com/jjan6vs

Be prompt, as the meeting will start with a short video by a Jr. Naturalist!